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Press Release 

Chandigarh, Dec 8: The Empowerment Centre, set up by the Chandigarh 

Administration in Sector 19 to enable women belonging to the economically 

weaker sections of society to stand on their own feet, is busy stitching up 

plans to empower itself.  It is toying with the idea of reaching out to various 

organizations, institutes and schools for orders to stitch the dresses of their 

workers and students. This would not only land enough job work for the 

centre but also spell reasonable income and better future for its workers. 

Disclosing this here today, Mr Samwartak Singh, Director Social Welfare, 

said that the centre was graduating into a development model. Though in its 

infancy, it has done well but a lot remains to be done to put it on a solid 

footing. In 2008-09, the year of inception, the centre earned revenue of Rs 

2.81 lakh. Out of this, Rs 2.45 lakh came on account of job work done by its 

workers, and Rs 35,943 from sale of the products made here.     

The centre is engaged in stitching on order, baby night suits; nighties; 

kurtis; aprons; pillow covers; napkins; rubber bands; curtains; lady suits 

and pants and shirts of kids, including skirts and shirts of girls. “The 

stitching charges here are quite nominal, say 40 to 50 per cent less than the 

market rates. We stitch a lady suit just for Rs 75 which costs in the market 

Rs 150; curtain per piece for Rs 25 against the market rate of Rs 30 to 35; 

and pillow cover for Rs 22 against Rs 35,” informed Ms Pallavi Singh, 

Honorary Chairperson. 

 

The earnings have taken a quantum leap in 2009. The centre got job work 

worth Rs 18.24 lakh from Anganwaris to make dresses of their workers. Up 

to November-end, it netted revenue of Rs 18.47 lakh, comprising Rs 23,031 



collected as sale proceeds; and Rs 18.24 lakh from job work. Out of this, 

about Rs 12 lakh has been paid to the workers who executed the job work 

and the balance was ploughed back to the corpus. The workers were paid in 

the ratio of 70:30, said Ms Singh.   

In barely one-and-a-half years of its existence, the centre has emerged as a 

ray of hope for women in economic distress. Besides imparting them 

product-oriented training in streams ranging from stitching, embroidery and 

dress designing to beauty culture, it keeps experienced women to work here. 

With despair yielding space for hope and earnings beginning to sustain them 

and their dependents, women here have begin to feel the surge and no more 

find themselves on the sidelines of the mainstream society.    

The Social Welfare Department of the Chandigarh Administration is now 

gearing up to publicize various activities of the Centre by distributing 

pamphlets and even giving out advertisements in newspapers. “Instead of 

just depending on government orders, we will now go in for individual orders 

so that we have a continuous flow of income,” said Rajni Gupta, in charge of 

the Centre. “The ride ahead may seem bumpy enough, but with the right 

roadmap we may get there,” remarked a confident-looking Ms Singh.   

The first-of-its-kind initiative, inaugurated by Gen (Retd) S.F. Rodrigues, 

Punjab Governor and UT Administrator, in June, 2008, this centre enables 

women belonging to the economically weaker sections of society to stand on 

their own feet by giving them means of livelihood. 


